
A 
 technology to maximize the 

potential of locally sourced 

peat to remove a heavy metal 

pollutant from industrial waste 

water received a patent and is being 

licensed in northern Minnesota.  

NRRI and American Peat Technology 

(APT) in Aitkin, received the joint patent 

in February.  

 

Specifically, this patented filter media 

removes cadmium in the presence of zinc, 

but does not remove the zinc. Why? Zinc 

is not a problem in the application this 

was developed for and removing zinc 

would make the filter less efficient.  

 

Cadmium is commonly used in batteries, 

pigments, coatings and electroplating. It is 

classified as a human carcinogen. This 

patent is the first approved in a portfolio 

of peat-based technologies that NRRI is 

developing for the company. Peat is an 

abundant natural resource in Minnesota 

and APT works with NRRI to add value to 

this resource while developing an 

environmental solution.  

 

NRRI Chemist Igor Kolomitsyn worked in 

partnership with APT for about a year and 

a half to develop this highly specialized 

water filter media.  

 

“We’re leveraging Igor’s high-level 

chemistry knowledge to make effective 

products for the water treatment 
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NRRI Chemist Igor Kolomitsyn works in his laboratory to help a Minnesota company develop 

environmental solutions and be successful with a peat filtering product. 

industry,” said Peggy Jones, APT Vice 

President for Sales and Research.  “It’s a 

synergy that works well for us, and we 

expect to continue this partnership to 

develop markets beyond water 

treatment.” 

 

In addition to the cadmium filter 

medium, Kolomitsyn has two more 

patent applications filed with the U.S. 

Patent and Trademark Office and 

several patent applications filed with the 

European Patent Office. Future products 

will target the removal of metal 

contaminants like copper, zinc and cobalt.  

Also in development are peat-based 

media to target the removal of other 

chemical species like sulfate, selenium and 

arsenic. 

 

Patent number 9,561,489 “Particulate 

Sorption Medium Prepared from Partially 

Decomposed Organic Matter” was issued 

to Kolomitsyn, Jones and Doug Green, 

APT President, on February 7. 
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It was University of Minnesota 

brainpower that revitalized Iron 

Range industries with a technology 

to turn low iron taconite into high 

grade pellets. 

Tom Rukavina knows that 

history. And now this County 

Commissioner wants the 

University, via NRRI, to do the 

same for the wood industry. He 

brought fellow commissioner Mike 

Jugovich and others to NRRI's 

Renewable Energy Lab on February 

28. The group viewed progress on 

torrefaction technologies that have 

the potential to use local wood 

supplies to power county 

buildings.  The lab is aiming to start 

up in early May.  

NRRI delivers the innovation, 

knowledge and tools to help 

Minnesota transition into 21st 

century markets and lead economic 

growth into the future. But an 

investment is needed.  

Today's research can't continue 

on 1983 funding. NRRI faces losing 

expertise to retirements and 

equipment to technology advances. 

We are asking the state legislature 

to approve additional funding to 

NRRI in keeping with 30 years of 

inflation, staff growth and research 

complexity.  

And we especially appreciate 

when legislators visit to see our 

research with their own eyes. 

 

Minnesota Value: Improving locomotive sustainability with biofuel 

  

By Franz Tadych, UMD Writing Intern 

 

We don’t see many steam powered 

locomotives these days, but they’re not 

obsolete. About 150 steam locomotives 

operate in the U.S. today and they still 

burn fossil coal. These historic 

locomotives are often used for tourists 

hauling a couple million passengers a 

year.  

 

NRRI is working with the Coalition for 

Sustainable Rail to help create a biofuel 

source that not only makes these trains 

more efficient, but also more 

environmentally friendly.  

 

“If there is public concern about the 

combustion of coal, it only makes sense 

for us to investigate a cleaner 

alternative,” said Davidson Ward, 

president and one of the founders of the 

Coalition.  

 

Founded in 2011, this non-profit 

organization is made up of educators, 

railroaders, researchers, scientists, 

engineers and historians. They hope to 

preserve historic trains and make history 

by revolutionizing the industry. Since 

2013, they have been working with NRRI 

to develop and test torrefied biomass 

which they hope can eventually replace 

coal in steam powered locomotives.  

 

Torrefied biomass is a roasting process 

that converts biomass into a solid fuel 

with properties similar to coal in 

combustibility and BTU output, but 

without the polluting emissions.  

The biomass developed at NRRI’s 

Coleraine lab is a great fit for the current 

Coalition project at the Milwaukee 

County Zoo where they have two small 

tourist trains. Similar amounts of heat are 

released when burning the biofuel 

compared to natural coal. A comparative 

test run was made in October to see how 

the biocoal performed against fossil coal. 

 

Because this biocoal is created from tree 

harvest waste, it is about as natural as a 

fuel can get, without the negative 

attributes associated with fossil coal, 

produces less ash and creates very little 

smoke. This is why biocoal is such an 

intriguing fuel source to investigate. 

 

But there is more to be done before 

biocoal can be used in full size 

locomotives. Densification of the biomass 

material is one area where development 

is needed. Fossil coal is created under 

heat and pressure over millions of years 

which makes it uniformly dense. Biocoal, 

on the other hand, is created by 
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mechanically compressing “roasted” 

wood chips to achieve uniform density. It 

is important for biocoal to break down 

uniformly to allow the fuel to burn evenly 

and efficiently. 

 

The zoo’s tourist train is about one-

quarter the size of a standard train 

engine, but it operates under the same 

mechanical principals as their full-size 

counterparts making it a perfect test 

subject. 

 

NRRI was able to produce about 500 

pounds of solid biofuel to power the 

small train and provide valuable data to 

improve the densification process.  

 

“Testing is more easily done on a small 

locomotive like ours,” said train engineer 

Ken Ristow of the Milwaukee County 

Zoo. “Getting a chance to see how the 

stuff burns, how it smells and what the 

smoke looks like has been interesting, but 

it is still a work in progress.”  

 

The train performed well and the zoo is 

hoping to do another round of testing 

with the Coalition for Sustainable Rail and 

NRRI in the spring. Meanwhile, NRRI will 

continue improving the biocoal so it can 

eventually be used in full-scaled steam 

engine locomotives.  

 Innovative Research: Peat filter targets cadmium removal 

The Coalition for Sustainable Rail is working with 

NRRI  to test biomass-based solid fuels as a re-

placement for fossil coal in steam locomotives. 


